
 

 
Below you will find a compilation of the chat notes submitted by members during the call. Be sure to check the 
USASF Connection app for daily tips, resources, and idea sharing with programs across the country. 
 

 
 
USASF All Regions Call, Monday, November 16, 2020 

1. Welcome and updates – Kathy Penree 

2. In person events, what do they look like - Bethe Beaver 
3. Virtual events – ideas to make it fun and memorable  
4. APS Standards for virtual and in person events - Ali Stangle 

5. Adult athlete age requirements – Robin Galik  
6. COVID’s second wave:  

a. Back up plans for routines – Mandi Spina 

b. Dealing with quarantine absences  
c. Virtual training – what can you incorporate? 
d. Identifying and promoting the other benefits to your program in addition to skills training 

7. DEIS Committee work’s update - Levon Burton 

8. An exercise in being resilient – Mary Wendt  

 
APS Standards: 
Don’t forget, if you are doing virtual and do not have uniforms yet, the athletes still have to be APS Compliant 
 
Regarding Virtual Events: 
Q: The hardest part is that when you plan events (for example we were going to do a simple showcase) this weekend 
that we were going to do with the virtual competition and then we had to cancel due to many of our kids out sick.  It 
is hard because events, activities we plan continue to have to be canceled so it is almost like more let downs.  We 
are hoping we all get healthy again soon.  Also, the intent of virtual is to tape once and go with that correct?  Will 
teams really do that?  If that is the rule, that is what I would do.  If it is not, I know that I would do it multiple times 
which I think could be “not nearly as fun” for the kids.  Thoughts? 
A: I think it depends what virtual model you are doing. There are several EPs doing all types of versions such as tape 
as many times as you want and send your best, Live Virtual - here is your time slot and you are on, use a specific type 
of software that only allows you two takes, etc. 
A: There also seems that some are offering section/component options as well as full routine. 
 
Being prepared! Comments regarding alternates: 

● We have alternates for all our teams and they are required to attend at least one practice a week. 
● We have all our teams with alternates ready to go. We have rosters to know who would qualify for each age.  
● Also for your majority or most numbers we are adding plus 2 just in case someone gets sick to those 

numbers 
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How to maintain value in your program: 
 
Comment: 

● For our program we are struggling most with the expenses that parents are paying and how much more they 
have to pay because two of our biggest fundraisers have to be canceled. The operating costs do not go away 
so it is not an added expense to each of our families since we cannot host the fundraisers.  I can tell that the 
parents are getting exhausted with the fees and costs for something that they fear will not happen. 

 
Q: What things add value to your program right now? 
A: Working towards a common goal such as the Season of Service 
A: JR Coach training through zoom may be a great value as well. 
A: We are doing a photo shoot with my spirit media on a date that an in person got cancelled  
A: Our programs develop confidence, time management, problem solving… so much 
A: Teaching Conflict Resolution is a great topic  
A: f you have already paid for music and choreography but unsure if you will make it on the floor….don’t be afraid to 
do small highlights celebrating the fun new stuff they have learned in choreo. The goal is for the choreography to 
make it on the floor but that is not what they paid for. They paid to get it and you delivered it. Celebrate that so if 
you never make it to the floor (or in a different way this year) you are gently reminding them that you did deliver the 
product you just had to reimagine the platform in which you used it. 
A: every year I have TONS of kids that want to do private lessons for flying. I will put together a group of 3 athletes 
to help me with a private lesson. $10 of the lesson goes to the gym and each helper gets $10 put into their accounts. 
It seems like such a small amount but it has added up quickly for some of our athletes. It has expanded into our 
coaches recommending lessons for bases and backspots who need the help. 
A: how I respond to a crisis 
A: Adjusting expectations is important too. Maybe it's not about winning but it's about overcoming  this obstacle 
that's in front of us. 
A: Service Projects 😄 
A: We are also incorporating competition within our own gyms... we are doing tumbling level legacy challenges... a 
new tumbling pass each week per level... kids can enter a skill via video... At the end of 6 weeks, we will announce a 
legacy tumbler winner. Also... we have a stunt jamboree planned... so each level will work on a stunting skill within 
their level... coaches spend 10-15 minutes on it. Then... the plan is we will do a Level Stunting Jamboree in 
January/February... stunt groups can sign up... it will be kind of like a “stunt off”... all ideas in the beginning stages... 
but just some ideas for things to do within your own gyms 
 
General Comments: 
 

● Hope this is encouragement for everyone…I received the following text from one of my parents following 
the event:  I just want to say thank you 💕  with all my heart! As you can easily see all over social media 
there is so much happiness, energy, support, and passion. You ladies have been nothing but miracle workers 
to get these girls ready and back on the mat today! For many of us the gym has been our only place to have 
any “normal”. It has been their outlet for physical and mental health! The hours, time, and heart you give is 
so obvious! We can’t say enough about how much confidence and positivity IE has brought to these girls. 
THANK YOU SO MUCH 😊   Sleep well you deserve it!!!  💕🐾💪🥰🏆 

● Great job EPs on the communication piece and reinventing our current normal 
● We just had some music arrive yesterday, and it was the most "normal" thing that this team has gotten this 

season.  They were so happy. 
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● Idea for masks- We are using plastic shoe organizers for masks. Each slot is labeled to limit cross 

contamination. Once it's filled it's rolled up and put in bag (the kind you use for folding chairs). We use 
double sided tape on each slot. Super easy to keep up with and safe. 

● Great feedback everyone!!  Well done EP's for making things happen!! We were proud to be part of CCC 
traveling covid tour in our hometown- they did an incredible job!!  

● we are doing a photo shoot with my spirit media on a date that an in person got cancelled  
● I counted our practices one ear and we practiced 88 times and only took the mat 11 times. I train my 

coaches to make the 88 times just as memorable as the 11 times. I think right now keeping that perspective 
is really important. We have a lot of opportunities to make the season special- 8 times more important!!!! 

 
 
Remember you are in the arena, and they are looking to you.  Not only your words, but your actions, your reactions, 
your non verbal and your silence.   You are in the ARENA.   They need you now more than ever. 
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